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Class aims

■ What is politics for?

■ Introducing Plato, Aristotle, Cicero and 

Machiavelli…

■ The aims and values of societies, and what 

looking at them philosophically can indicate

■ Do we need governments? And should we 

always obey them?

■ Rousseau and freedom

















What is politics?



Let’s start with a deceptively 

simple task…

What is politics?



What is politics?

■ Greek word polis, city-state

■ How we can and should live together, as a society

■ Like philosophy, the earliest written political ideas 

emerge in ancient Athens

■ Finding a basis not in mythology or received 

wisdom about the most reasonable and just ways 

to live together

■ Changing society in order to enable human 

flourishing

■ Thinking systematically and critically about how 

we live together…





Politics in Athens

■ What do you remember about Plato’s political 

thought?

In the Republic, he wants to find a basis for justice, 

which must emerge out of the just society

An individual’s excellence, wisdom and virtue is 

determined by the society in which she/he is born and 

educated 

Take a look and discuss the points on the handout





Politics in Plato

■ Plato’s Republic leads him to a very rigid hierarchy, 

led by philosopher-kings

■ The only way to establish true justice, right…?

■ This leads back to our problem in the first part of 

the course: 

Is morality the result of the kind of society we live in?

What should be the aims of living in a good society?





Political animals?

■ Is politics hardwired into human 

nature?

■ Are we predisposed to forming 

societies, and even particular kinds?

■ Take a look and discuss Aristotle’s 

view…



Political animals

■ Aristotle possibly first to produce a political science

■ For him, politics is founded in human nature: we 

are social and political animals (politikon zoon), 

with a capacity for reason and speech

■ We naturally form relations that begin with families, 

households, communities. The best of these is the 

city-state. Its goal is the ‘highest good’ of all its 

members

■ He also outlines six political models and assesses 

whether they are just, based on if they benefit only 

some or all members (democracy, aristocracy and 

monarchy)



Political animals

■ Aristotle also used real and historical examples to 

explore the difference between theory and practice

■ Societies vary, though all share some kind of 

common conflict between rich and poor, and a 

middle class in between

■ The ideal state should maximise the happiness of 

all citizens, and give everyone a chance to 

participate

■ Exile is a fate worse than death

■ But Aristotle also justified slavery and was critical 

of democracy



Politics so far

What do we expect politics to do?

■ Aims for society and ourselves

■ Reflect our values and nature

You can already begin drawing links with the debates 

about duty, rights, and the greatest happiness for the 

greatest number from the previous weeks

But is politics a noble or dishonest profession?





Politics in Rome

■ Aristotle’s political theory and the wider politics of 

Greece were built on by later writers like Cicero

■ The moral equality of human beings in nature

■ True glory and self-interest is achieved in serving 

the state

■ The happiness of the citizens is through wealth, 

glory and ‘virtue’, which leaders should realise

■ Virtuous model of political figures driven by duty 

and respect for property

■ Undermined in part by Cicero’s own life and times



Machiavelli

■ This ‘virtuous’ model of politics is fundamentally 

challenged much later by Machiavelli

■ Key difference between public and private morality

■ Violence and force are justified to defend the state

■ Importance of checks and balances

■ ‘It is better to be feared than loved’; rulers should 

be both the lion and the fox…

■ Varying interpretations: apology for 

authoritarianism, a manual for political ‘realism’, or 

a democratic work revealing the true uses and 

abuses of power?



Cesare Borgia, and Pope Alexander VI (his father!)



What about the state?

■ How should we act if we live in a state that 

oppresses our rights?

■ Do we have a duty to always obey our rulers?

■ Do we need the state to protect our freedoms, or 

would we be better off without governments?



When states collapse…



Syrian Civil War

■ Starting in January 2011 – wider context of the 

“Arab Spring”

■ Protests against the Assad regime from Jan– July 

2011 result in full-scale civil war

■ A modern, developed state has collapsed

■ UN expresses ‘grave concern’ about widescale 

‘atrocities’ in the Siege of Aleppo over December 

2016, while medics in rebel-held Eastern Ghouta, 

Damascus, yesterday warned of ‘catastrophic’ 

conditions





What makes a state legitimate?

Compare the following:

■ A law declared in North Korea, banning people 

for having access to the internet and expressing 

their opinions through social media

■ A law in China, limiting the size of the family to 

one child (now repealed)

■ A law passed by Elizabeth I, banning the Catholic 

mass and instituting fines against people who did 

not attend Protestant Church



What makes a state legitimate?

■ Decision taken by Royal Prerogative in 1914 to 

declare war on Germany – taken by the Privy 

council and George the 5th with no vote in 

parliament, except a later vote to pay for the War 

■ Decision taken by Theresa May to trigger Article 50 

and ‘Hard Brexit’ in line with the will of the people…

■ 51.9% voted a very generic form of ‘Leave’ – 17.4 

million, or 27% population

■ For those opposed to government decisions, how 

legitimate is it to disobey?

■ How far should one’s disobedience go?











Rousseau

■ ‘Man is born free, but is everywhere in chains’

■ All human beings are naturally free, but states 

subvert this freedom, demanding obedience and 

stifling dissent

■ The people themselves are sovereign, and each 

person shares both a particular will and a general 

will – aiming at the common good

■ The best state will attempt to realise the general 

will by guaranteeing freedom and equality

■ Take a look and discuss the strengths and 

weaknesses of the final excerpt…



Rousseau

■ ‘Man must be forced to be free’

■ More restrictive relation of the individual to society

■ Our humanity and identity is in being part of 

society, and we should obey its general will

■ But how can we guarantee that what we feel as the 

‘general will’ is shared by all?

■ What problems face a social reformer or political 

revolutionary when many may not wish to adopt 

their view?



Class recap

■ This week we’ve discussed what 

politics is, and its relation to social 

aims and values

■ We explored the political ideas of 

ancient Greeks like Plato and Aristotle

■ We contrasted the virtuous view of 

politics in Cicero with that of 

Machiavelli

■ We also asked what governments 

should do, and whether we should 

obey them, via Rousseau



Next week!

■ We will discuss theories of the social 

contract and the state of nature

■ We’ll be looking at Thomas Hobbes and 

Spinoza, two 17th century radicals who 

changed the way we view power and 

democracy

■ I will upload readings for both tonight

■ Please also watch the videos online

■ Over the week, see if you can borrow, 

download or purchase Miller’s Very Short 

Introduction to Political Philosophy


